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Centre for Science and Technology 
Studies (CWTS)

• Research center at Leiden 
University focusing on 
quantitative studies of 
science (bibliometrics and 
scientometrics)

• Bibliometric contract research
– Monitoring & evaluation

– Advanced analytics

– Training & education
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The Challenged 
University
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➡ discrepancy between evaluation criteria and the social 

and economic functions of science

➡ evaluation methods (esp. qualitative) have not 

adapted to increased scale of research

➡ available quantitative measures are often not 

applicable at the individual level

➡ lack of recognition for new types of work that 

researchers need to perform

Evaluation Gap
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A SIMPLE idea underpins science: “trust, but verify”. 
Results should always be subject to challenge from 
experiment. That simple but powerful idea has generated 
a vast body of knowledge. Since its birth in the 17th 
century, modern science has changed the world beyond 
recognition, and overwhelmingly for the better. But 
success can breed complacency. Modern scientists are 
doing too much trusting and not enough verifying—to the 
detriment of the whole of science, and of humanity.

Too many of the findings that fill the academic ether are 
the result of shoddy experiments or poor analysis (see 
article 
(http://www.economist.com/news/briefing/21588057-
scientists- think-science-self-correcting-alarming-
degree-it-not-trouble) ). A rule of thumb among 
biotechnology venture-capitalists is that half of published 
research cannot be replicated.
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• A severe imbalance between the dollars available for research 
and the still-growing scientific community in the United States.

• The training pipe-line produces more scientists than relevant 
positions in academia, government, and the private sector are 
capable of absorbing

• Hyper-competition for the resources and positions that are 
required to conduct science suppresses the creativity, 
cooperation, risk-taking, and original thinking required to make 
fundamental discoveries.

• Overvaluing translational research is detracting from an 
equivalent appreciation of fundamental research of broad 
applicability

• As competition for jobs and promotions increases, the inflated 
value given to publishing in a small number of so-called “high 
impact” journals has put pressure on authors to rush into print, 
cut corners, exaggerate their findings, and overstate the 
significance of their work.

• Today, time for reflection is a disappearing luxury for the 
scientific community.

• The quality of evaluation has declined
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5 challenges

• Informatisation knowledge production

• Research funding system

• Publication system

• Career structures in science

• Research evaluation practices
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Strategic 
science
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Research leaders face key questions

• How should we monitor our research?

• How can we profile ourselves to attract the right 
students and staff?

• How should we divide funds?

• What is our scientific and societal impact?

• What is actually our area of expertise?

• How is our research trans-disciplinary connected?
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Research leaders need strategic
intelligence

• Increasing demand for information about research:
– hyper competition for funding

– globalization

– industry – academic partnerships

– interdisciplinary research challenges

– institutional demands on research & university management

• Increased supply of data about research:
– web based research

– deluge of data producing machines and sensors

– increased social scale of research: international teams

– large scale databases of publications, data, and applications

– citation metrics and altmetrics
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New trends in assessment

• Increased bibliometric services at university level 
available through databases

• Increased self-assessment via “gratis bibliometrics” 
on the web (h-index; publish or perish; etc.)

• Emergence of altmetrics

• Increased demand for bibliometrics at the level of 
the individual researcher

• Societal impact measurements required

• Career advice – where to publish?
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Key challenges in research 
information system building

• Will the information infrastructure contain high quality

data and indicators?

• Will it enable and support context- and mission-sensitive

research assessments?

• Will it enable application of research information for

primary research purposes (eg in VREs)?

• Will the public sector remain master in its own house or 

will it hand over control to the private sector?

• Will it be possible to truly open up the research agenda to

all stakeholders – open science in a democratic society?
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Peer Review
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Summary literature review I
(on peer review)

• Peer review is an umbrella term: quite variable 
practices, procedures and criteria
– Journal manuscript review

– Funding proposal review

– Career reviews

– Postpublication reviews (like the REF)

• Generally, modestly positive correlations between 
peer review and bibliometric indicators but varies 
by type of review and choice of analytical 
dimensions

• Lack of common methodology in studies of peer 
review 
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Summary literature review II

• Studies of relationship funding decisions and 
bibliometrics often suffer from circular reasoning

• Citation impact is not a measure of quality but a 
proxy measure of influence

• Quality is multi-dimensional, some aspects of 
which may be reflected in citation impact but not 
all

• Correlation strengths peer review and metrics vary 
considerably by field:
– Weaker in humanities, technical and social sciences, and applied 
fields

– Influenced by database coverage and citation culture
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Summary literature review III

• Peer review and bibliometric data not completely 
independent  - intricate mutually shaping 
relationships:
– Citation data based on citing decisions

– Peer communities drawn from the citing and cited population

– Citing decisions influenced by role of citation counts in 
assessments

– Peer judgement influenced and shaped by “citation impressions”

• Strengths and weaknesses of peer review and 
bibliometrics may be complementary:
– Bibliometrics may add value in post-publication assessments 
(like the REF) since peer review must be very selective
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Principles for 
responsible 
metrics
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Across the research 
community, the 
description, 
production and 
consumption of 
‘metrics’ remains 
contested and open 
to 
misunderstandings. 
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The Leiden Manifesto
• Quantitative evaluation should support expert assessment.

• Measure performance in accordance with the research mission.

• Protect excellence in locally relevant research

• Keep data collection and analytical processes open, transparent and simple.

• Allow for data verification

• Account for variation by field in publication and citation practices

• Data should be interpreted taking into account the difficulty of credit 
assignment in the case of multi-authored publications. 

• Base assessment of individual researchers on qualitative judgment.

• False precision should be avoided (eg. the JIF).

• Systemic effects of the assessment and the indicators should be taken into 
account and indicators should be updated regularly
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Diana Hicks (Georgia Tech), Paul Wouters (CWTS), Ismael 
Rafols (SPRU/Ingenio), Sarah de Rijcke and Ludo Waltman
(CWTS) (2015) Nature 520: 429–31. doi:10.1038/520429a



http://www.hefce.ac.uk/rsrch/
metrics/



Peer review, despite 
its flaws and 
limitations, 
continues to 
command 
widespread support 
across disciplines. 
Metrics should 
support, not 
supplant expert 
judgement. 



Inappropriate 
indicators create 
perverse incentives. 
There is legitimate 
concern that some 
quantitative 
indicators can be 
gamed, or can lead 
to unintended 
consequences.



Indicators can only 
meet their 
potential if they 
are underpinned 
by an open and 
interoperable data 
infrastructure. 



Our correlation 
analysis of the 
REF2014 results at 
output-by-author 
level has shown that 
individual metrics 
cannot provide a 
like-for-like 
replacement for REF 

peer review. 



Within the REF, it is not 
currently feasible to 
assess the quality of 
UOAs using quantitative 
indicators alone, or to 
replace narrative impact 
case studies, or the 
impact template.



Responsible metrics

Responsible metrics can be understood in terms of:

• Robustness: basing metrics on the best possible 
data in terms of accuracy and scope;

• Humility: recognizing that quantitative evaluation 
should support – but not supplant – qualitative, 
expert assessment;

• Transparency: keeping data collection and 
analytical processes open and transparent, so that 
those being evaluated can test and verify the results;

• Diversity: accounting for variation by field, using a 
variety of indicators to reflect and support a plurality 
of research & researcher career paths;

• Reflexivity: recognizing the potential & systemic 
effects of indicators and updating them in response.



Measuring is changing

• What counts as excellence is shaped by how we measure 
and define “excellence”

• What counts as impact is shaped by how we measure 
and define “impact”

• Qualities and interactions are the foundation for 
“excellence” and “impact” so we should understand 
those more fundamental processes first

• We need different indicators at different levels in the 
scientific system to inform wise management that 
strikes the right balance between trust and control

• Context crucial for effective data standardization
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Open Science
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Ambitions for Open Science

• More comprehensive measurement of traditional 
scientific publications (eg Mendeley)

• Recognizing and capturing the diversity of scientific 
output including new forms (eg software and blogs)

• Opening up the whole scientific publication system 
(open access) and more interactive communication

• Opening up the very core of knowledge creation 
and its role in higher education and innovation 
(participatory science)
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Context counts

• Responsible metrics is not supposed to be a 
universal standard

• Responsible metrics should be responsive and 
inclusive metrics

• Measuring means changing

• The context shapes what responsible metrics 
means:
– the urgency of social problems (poverty, inequality, 
unemployment and corruption)

– local research and educational missions

– the local appropriation of “the global”

– the values embedded in the policies and communities
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Standard 
Evaluation 
Protocol NL
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Sep 2015 – 2012: architecture

Goals of SEP 

•Accountability 
to government 
and society
•Improvement of 
scientific 
quality, societal 
relevance, 
viability of 
research groups
•Verdict oriented 
(ex post) or 
strategic 
(forward 
looking): both

Focus of the 
SEP: research 
units of a 
reasonable 
size, not the 
individual 
researcher

Three main 
criteria: 
scientific 
quality, 
societal 
relevance, 
viability

Productivity 
no longer 
separate 

criterion (SiT
discussion)

Societal 
relevance, 
valorization 
became 
more 

important

Review 
committees: 
allow for 
other 

expertise

Self 
evaluation 
report 

including 
SWOT 
analysis
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Context 
Sensitive 
Solutions
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CWTS Monitor - Meaningful Metrics

• A new interactive way of bibliometric analyses

• Powerful web-based application:
– User-friendly reporting interface

– Robust cleaned WoS database run by CWTS

– Fair and correct benchmarking by state-of-the-art indicators

– Highly configurable to client’s specific needs

• Professional bibliometric reporting in your hands

• Scientists affiliated to the CTWS Institute of Leiden 
University provide expert support
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CWTS Monitor: Select-Visualise-Conclude
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CWTS Advanced Analytics

• Tailor-made analysis 
based on network
analysis, text mining and
visualisation techniques

• Research strengths
analysis

• Find blind spots/hot 
spots

• Identification of 
partners/potential new
staff

• Enhanced collaborative
network analysis
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Citation density map
Clinical neurology



Strengths and weaknesses
- University Profiles - Leiden
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aim is to give researchers a voice in 
evaluation

➡evidence based arguments
➡shift to dialog orientation
➡selection of indicators
➡narrative component
➡Good Evaluation Practices
➡envisioned as web service

portfolio

in
flu

e
n

c
e

narrative



ACUMEN Portfolio

Career Narrative
Links expertise, output, and influence together in an 

evidence-based argument; included content is 

negotiated with evaluator and tailored to the 

particular evaluation

Output
- publications

- public media

- teaching

- web/social 

media

- data sets

- software/tools

- infrastructure

- grant 

proposals

Expertise
- scientific/scholarly

- technological

- communication

- organizational

- knowledge 

transfer

- educational

Influence

- on science

- on society

- on economy

- on teaching

Evaluation Guidelines 

- aimed at both researchers and evaluators

- development of evidence based arguments 

(what counts as evidence?)

- expanded list of research output

- establishing provenance

- taxonomy of indicators: bibliometric, 

webometric, altmetric

- guidance on use of indicators

- contextual considerations, such as: stage of 

career, discipline, and country of residence



Narrative

The ACUMEN Portfolio contains a narrative that the 
academic can use to explain their academic value, backed 
by evidence from the rest of the portfolio, when possible.

• Highlight: achievements, ambitions and interests 

• Link the three sub-portfolios together 

• Present your self-perspective 

• Situation dependent

• Not too long
– Not more than 500  words

Examples: see handouts
-application for full 
professor
-application for horizon 
2020 grant



Portfolio - Summary
• The portfolio is modular. Consider only: 

– items relevant for the individual

– Items relevant for the specific evaluation

• The aim of the portfolio is to provide a holistic view of 
someone's expertise, output and influence

• This version of the portfolio is built to supplement the 
traditional CV cause it highlights key achievements rather 
than giving an exhaustive list

• The use of a portfolio makes it easier for evaluators to 
compare people based upon their portfolios and to identify 
specific kinds of skills or expertise needed

• A slightly different portfolio could serve as a replacement or 
as a tool to create an extended CV



www.leidenranking.com
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